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Non specific – health education-training
Learning objectives for the course or programme:
TBD
Suggested topics or keywords related to this topic:
TBD
Web address (URL) or attachment containing further information, such as a course syllabus or curriculum outline:
http://www8.hp.com/us/en/hp-information/social-innovation/social-responsibility.... (http://www8.hp.com/us/en/hp-information/social-innovation/social-

responsibility.html)
Intended Learner Audience:
Continuing or Professional Education
Other
Types of Materials:
Lecture Presentations
Data Sets
Software Application
If other, please provide details below
Other Types of Materials:
Simulations/Animations
Additional comments that would aid our search:
Proof of concept for a mobile education/learning/Knowledge Management solution, appropriate to several target audiences, including health practitioners, support staff
(paid workers and volunteers) and the general populace. To prevent reinventing the wheel
Name: Clive ODonell
Institution:
Hewlett Packard
Country:
United Kingdom
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Hi Clive, Several of us from OER Africa and University of Michigan searched a number of health OER repositories for relevant material. You didn't specify
the topics, so we tried to focus on the intended audience and look for comprehensive, media-rich resources. Here's a result of our initial scan:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1GRpY-vn1Rerw8U9wlQB4kcLDy3c7dEho30C7... (https://docs.google.com/document/d/1GRpY-

vn1Rerw8U9wlQB4kcLDy3c7dEho30C73xP-zGE/edit?hl=en_US) (publicly viewable). Let us know if any of these resources are helpful as well
as if you have additional search criteria to help us better tailor our search. -Kathleen

Hi Kathleen, Many, many thanks to you and your colleagues for all your efforts in searching and finding the huge selection of content! I have had a quick look at some of the
content and yes, it is very helpful. Unfortunately, my original request did not appear in full. One very important point that did not appear is the need for copyright-free
material, where only excerpts will be used, for proof of concept. Once again thank you for your great support! Best regards, Clive
Clive, that's a great question. I'll admit I used short-hand for the licenses in the Google Doc. All of the materials that are listed in the Google Doc are either copyright-free
(public domain) or licensed in a way that you can download them, modify them, and redistribute them (usually Creative Commons, often abbreviated as CC). All of the
materials listed in the Google Doc fall into one of five licensing groups: 1. Public Domain - It is no longer copyrighted. You can do whatever you want with it. 2. CC BY - Creative
Commons Attribution License - Others may copy, distribute, display, modify the work as long as the author(s) is attributed/named 3. CC BY NC - Creative Commons
Attribution Noncommercial License - Others may copy, distribute, display, modify the work as long as the author(s) is named and it is not for commercial purposes. 4. CC BY
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SA - Creative Commons Attribution Share-Alike License - Others may copy, distribute, display, modify the work as long as the author(s) is named and any modification use
the identical license 5. CC BY NC SA - Creative Commons Attribution Noncommercial Share-Alike License - Others may copy, distribute, display, modify the work as long as the
author(s) is named, it is not for commercial purposes, and any modifications use the identical license. There is an overview of the Creative Commons licenses at
http://www.oerafrica.org/CreativeCommonslicensechoices/tabid/1793/Defaul...

(http://www.oerafrica.org/CreativeCommonslicensechoices/tabid/1793/Default.aspx). I hope that's helpful.
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